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Perceptions of Mission Beach 
Can you pick the fibs from the facts? 

 

Which of these perceptions of Mission Beach are fibs or myths and which are true? 

Resident group, Mission Beach Aquatic, when seeking funding for a pool presented its case to newly 

formed councils over many years. At one such presentation, I chose to test some statements of 

community belief among councillors and was amazed that they almost unanimously agreed with seven 

of the following eight perceptions of our town: 

 Mission Beach people are greedy and get everything from Council. 

 MB is tiny so does not need the infrastructure larger towns have (Tully, Innisfail, Cardwell). 

 MB is not growing any faster than the rest of the region. 

 MB people are a bunch of whingers. 

 MB pay far higher rates than other towns yet get far less infrastructure from Council. 

 Most people in MB are rich and can afford to travel to Tully or build their own infrastructure. 

 Over half of the houses in MB are holiday homes and are not occupied. 

 It is mainly oldies in MB, there are few children and families that need infrastructure. 

Wow! That was confronting. We could see how difficult it was to rectify our infrastructure inequity. 

Research showed us that there were 79 towns in all of Queensland with populations of over 2,500 

residents and only one, Mission Beach, was without a community pool. Furthermore, there were 105 

towns with populations below that of Mission Beach that had public pools. How could we overcome these 

entrenched beliefs about our town? 

As we continued our journey to gain councillor’s agreement to apply for funds and build our pool, we 

encountered stiff resistance from several of them. At times even from our own Division 3 councillors.  

On Facebook debates raged loud and long with many of these perceptions being aired. They usually 

stated that Mission Beach was being greedy and asking for an outrageous theme park when in reality the 

facility was modest and included a small lap pool that was only 25m long and had a water volume of one 

third that of the Olympic pools in our other towns. 

 

To throw some light on this, let us look at the validity of each premise. The pool was built after an 18 year 

struggle but when Mission Beach seeks further necessary investments from Council in future we will 

always be treated unfairly if these beliefs remain strong among our councillors who determine what 

projects happen and where. 
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 Mission Beach people are greedy and get everything from Council. 

Greedy? Myth. 

No known source of data shows whether residents of one town are greedier than those of other towns. 

However, greedy is about asking for more when you already have a lot. MB does not have a lot of 

liveability infrastructure compared to our sister towns as shown below. 

 

Gets everything from Council? Myth. 

This implies that Mission Beach gets more from Council than other towns do. To test this premise, we 

compare the existing ‘liveability’ infrastructure (non-roads-sewerage-water-waste) available in each of 

the region’s four main towns. Few residents argue the toss about the relative spending on the basic  

infrastructure (roads, water etc) and all have that side covered with few issues outstanding so we do not 

compare that. Cardwell does not have sewerage of course and some would prefer it stays that way while 

the town is small as it is cheaper to use septics. Mission Beach got sewerage in 2003, when it grew to 

over 3,000 population. The table in Appendix 1 shows common liveability infrastructure in each town and 

this data certainly refutes any beliefs that Mission Beach ‘gets everything from council’. 

Innisfail has 22 different facilities, Tully 17, Cardwell 16 and Mission Beach has 10. Some infrastructure is 

not applicable for some towns eg Tully is not on the sea so wharves and boat ramps are not needed and 

a civic centre is not needed in Mission Beach or Cardwell. However, there is clearly much less liveability 

infrastructure in Mission Beach. Having said that some of the facilities listed are not usually built by 

councils eg golf course and Mission Beach will not likely look to build all of these facilities eg racecourse. 

If we look at council capital spending on liveability infrastructure over the last 20 years, it shows which 

towns have had the greatest share of council spending. This does not examine maintenance spending but 

that is difficult to track using council records on public view. The table in Appendix 2 shows the major 

capital expenditure funded by rates (where it is over $0.5 million) for liveability infrastructure. Where 

possible I show the amount that Council and others spent on new structures and refurbishments. 

This estimates that Innisfail, as you would expect, had most capital spent at $21.4m, then Tully $10.4m 

followed by Cardwell at $3.9m and Mission Beach at $1.7m. That is between the years 2000 and 2020. 

Note that Mission Beach did not receive any significant project support on this type of infrastructure until 

2017 (aquatic centre) and the parking for the boat facilities ($0.8m) was really roads expenditure. 

 

Despite Mission Beach having the least infrastructure of all towns in the region, it has received far less 

funding from council revenue in the last 20 years than other towns.  

 

It seems safe to say that the common belief that ‘Mission Beach gets everything from Council’, is entirely 

mythical. 
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 MB is a tiny town so does not need the same infrastructure as the larger towns of Tully, 

Innisfail and Cardwell. Myth. 

 MB is not growing any faster than the rest of the region. Myth. 

Contrary to popular belief, Mission Beach is the second largest town in this region with almost 4,000 

people compared to Innisfail 11,200, Tully 3,000 and Cardwell 1,600. These are rounded numbers 

obtained from a depth analysis of the 2016 ABS census by Pete Faulkner of Conus Business Services who 

is the region’s Economist. He derived these ‘greater’ town populations. Innisfail includes Flying Fish Point 

for example and Stoters Hill while Tully includes Bulgun and Birkalla.  

This chart shows our region population trend. The region grew steadily up until 1996 then declined for a 

decade and recently our population has been static: 

 

Mission Beach is a series of villages, slightly separated from one another. It starts at Maria Creeks in the 

north then to Midgereebar, Garners Beach, Bingil Bay, Narragon Beach, Mission Beach, Wongaling, South 

Mission Beach and Carmoo. In those villages people regard themselves as being from Mission Beach when 

they speak to people outside of this region. 

It is not difficult to see why many think Mission Beach is a tiny town because the population of Mission 

Beach-Narragon Beach alone, as shown in the Australian Bureau of Statistics, is only 815. You have to 

open up the files in the ABS for each of our villages to add up the full MB population. In the long 

established towns, the numbers for most of the town’s population are available in one ABS file.  

Wongaling Beach is the biggest village at 1,244 followed by South Mission beach at 922.  

The growth rates for our main towns between 2011 and 2016 were as shown in the first chart on the next 

page. Mission Beach became the second largest town in 1988. 

Cardwell was been declining steadily for 15 years from 1996 but had a lift from Port Hinchinbrook in the 

2016 census. Innisfail has declined slightly in the last 10 years. Tully’s population is in steady decline as 

shown in the chart which has Tully urban area without some small areas nearby that see themselves as 

part of Tully. 
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The centre that has been growing most strongly in our region is Mission Beach. It’s population stalled in 

the period of the large cyclones of 1985, 2006 and 2011 but is back on a growth path now as shown on 

the next chart. 
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 Most people in MB are rich and can afford to travel to Tully or build their own 

infrastructure. Myth. 

Mission Beach has an average weekly income that is 8% below Tully and 17% below all of Queensland. 

None of the towns in this region are anywhere near to being called ‘rich’. And parts of all of our towns 

are relatively poor (in income terms) eg Bingil Bay has an average income of $943. In Australia, a rich 

suburb can have an average of more than $1,700 weekly earnings while a poor area can be below $500. 

Hence, we are neither a rich nor a poor area. 
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 More than half of the houses in Mission Beach are holiday homes and are not occupied. 

Myth. 22% is well off being ‘half’. As one would expect of a tourist town of such natural beauty, there are 

many holiday homes. The portion unoccupied is not great but is higher than most of Queensland. 

Cardwell though has more of its homes unoccupied than Mission Beach has. 

 

 It is mainly oldies in MB, there are few children and families that need infrastructure. 

Myth. 

While we might expect a town like this would be a magnet for retirees, families love it here too so the 

portion of youths and children is not far off the State average. Cardwell is the region’s town with a 

significantly lower portion of young residents. 
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 MB pays far higher rates and gets far less than other towns do from Council. True. 

In Mission Beach, that is a commonly held and expressed belief. Yet it differs markedly from what many 

elsewhere in the region think. 

Property values are much higher in Mission Beach. That may well explain why Mission Beach is regarded 

as ‘rich’ but property values have recently fallen considerably and median home prices here are not high 

compared to many Queensland towns. 

On realestate.com Mission Beach has a median price of $504,000 (average of Wongaling, Mission Beach 

and South Mission Beach) while Tully’s median is $212,000, Cardwell $250,000 and Innisfail is $180,000 

(East Innisfail, no data for Innisfail alone). Unimproved values in Mission Beach are largely double those 

of other parts of the region and rates are much higher. That part of the premise is undoubtedly true. 

The earlier analysis of infrastructure by town and amount of rates revenue given to each town shows 

that the second tenet is also factual. If we analyse the roads-water-sewerage-waste infrastructure spend 

in the same manner then Innisfail has far and away the most spent in the last 20 years because $100m 

was spent there from 2008 to 2012. While most funds came from other levels of government, large 

amounts came from rates revenue as well eg $14 million was spent from rates revenue on the Jubilee 

Bridge and the Innisfail Sewerage Plant alone. 

This Mission Beach perception is therefore based real and is on data on past expenditure and on an 

analysis of existing infrastructure. 

 

 Mission Beach people are a bunch of whingers. If advocating strongly is whinging, it’s true. 

In the period 2000 to 2015, Mission Beach had no large infrastructure projects (over $0.5m) at all apart 

from the sewerage which was unavoidable and the State government forced council to do it. 

The problem was that before 2008 the town was split into two councils (Cardwell and Johnstone) and 

each council saw Mission Beach as being a small population. They only counted their portion of the town’s 

population. In effect, Mission Beach had a large pipe where their rates money flowed into Tully and 

Innisfail and they spent it for their own town’s infrastructure and starved Mission Beach of any major 

infrastructure investment. 

That sounds harsh yet it was so. That was inequitable yet was the reality of local politics over many years. 

While Mission Beach is a ‘new’ town beside the other three, one of the Mission Beach villages is of similar 

age to Cardwell, Tully and Innisfail. Bingil Bay which was settled first by the Cutten brothers in 1882. 

• Cardwell was first settled in 1864 and grew immediately yet peaked as a town within 20 years. 

• Innisfail was first settled in 1873 and was set back badly by the 1918 cyclone then grew quickly 

when sugar mills opened in the late 1920’s. 

• Bingil Bay was first settled in 1882 and was also trashed by the 1918 cyclone. Overall, Mission 

Beach did not start to really grow until the 1970’s. Until recently, Mission Beach was always 

called, ‘The Beach’ and was seen merely as a place where the rest of the region had their holidays. 

• Tully was first settled in 1883 and its growth escalated when the sugar mill was built in 1925. 

The battle to win council investment in infrastructure at Mission Beach has always been very difficult. 

The locals, led by pioneer Len Cutten, railed at the inequity and worked hard at promoting their case to 

build a road as seen in newspaper stories at the time. Yet in council it fell on deaf ears. 
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‘The Shire Council, which collects a large sum annually from us has not for the past 20 years expended a 

single shilling in the making or the maintenance of any road the settlers use.’ 
The Settlers at Clump Point. Townsville Daily Bulletin, 11 April 1912. 

Len Cutten was a fierce advocate for Clump Point (as Mission Beach was known at that time) and was 

enraged at council’s intransigence: 

 

‘Clump Point seeks severance from No 3 Division of JSC. All the rates from Clump Point are spent in 

Innisfail. No work has been done whatsoever on the roads at Clump Point.’ 
Len Cutten, Cairns Post, 14 April 1926. 

The Cutten, Mackness and Garners families finally gave up on Johnstone Shire and built the road to El 

Arish themselves. They lobbied the State and won funding for a made-road in 1935, 24 years after their 

first complaints were aired in the press. Council merely supplied bolts for the bridges. 

In 2010, after much work, another Mission Beach community group built the MB Arts Centre yet again 

by raising funds themselves. Council was uninvolved and merely leased them the land at MARCS Park. 

In 2017, MB Aquatic Centre was built and that took years of work by persistent community advocates. 

Council and Mission Aquatic joined together to apply for funds and won $7 million from State and Federal 

Governments. Council used $900,000 from ratepayer revenue to finish the build. That was less than 10% 

of the total cost for design and build. Mission Beach saved the rest of the region millions by using their 

own resources and making compelling funding cases. 

Mission Beach Aquatic worked tirelessly for years and raised over $100,000 from its community to run 

their advocacy campaign and pay for essential studies, community consultation and surveys, concept 

designs, site preference studies and a video to make the case stronger. Massive work was done to collect 

data and build a compelling case. In all, the town ended up giving Council almost $40,000 cash for 

construction and provided 24 base studies to make the project happen. 

When the Tully Grandstand was built (happening now) Council did it all and the community was not asked 

to raise any money or conduct any studies themselves. Same for the Innisfail Library and Innisfail Wharf 

and almost all infrastructure projects outside of Mission Beach. 

When Mission Beach first formally asked Council if it would apply for funding and build a pool we were 

told to do a Needs Analysis (worth $4,000). The town donated the money and delivered the report. Then 

council said they needed a Feasibility Study (worth $40,000) and could not start before the town did that. 

It was done and was still not enough. On went the council demands for 17 years until Mission Beach had 

contributed a total of $161,000 in cash for construction and necessary prerequisites for a funding 

application. 

Today, our Boating Facilities project is being built by the State government (DMR). That was a similar 

story, just not as long a saga as the pool yet it still required an immense advocacy effort by an energetic 

community group too. They eventually won $22 million funding and the project is almost complete. At 

the last gasp, nearing an election, council contributed $800,000 for car parks. In reality that was a 

necessary roads infrastructure project rather than a contribution to the boating facility. 

Are Mission Beach people, ‘a bunch of whingers?’ If strong advocacy in the face of weak infrastructure 

support from local government is ‘whinging’ then we plead guilty. 

 
Ken Gray 
Mission Aquatic 
26 May 2020 
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Appendix 1 

Infrastructure in each Cassowary Coast Town 

Infrastructure Innisfail Mission Beach Tully Cardwell 

1. Tennis & Netball Courts Yes Yes Yes Yes 

2. Skate Park Yes Yes Yes Yes 

3. Golf Course Yes No Yes Yes 

4. Aquatic Centre Yes Yes Yes Yes 

5. Competition size sports 
arena 

Yes No Yes Yes 

6. Sports Stadium Yes No Yes No 

7. Cyclone Shelter Yes No Yes No 

8. Lawn Bowls Yes No Yes Yes 

9. Visitor Information Centre Yes Yes Yes Yes 

10. Kids Parks Play Equipment Yes Yes Yes Yes 

11. Multi-Purpose Hall Yes No Yes No 

12. Library Yes Yes Yes Yes 

13. Museum Yes No No Yes 

14. Community Centre Yes Yes (shack) Yes Yes 

15. Civic Centre Yes Not applicable Yes Not applicable 

16. Airport Yes No Yes Yes 

17. Community Housing Yes No Yes Yes 

18. Racecourse Yes No No No 

19. Town beautification Yes Pending Yes Yes 

20. Boat Ramps Yes Yes Not applicable Yes 

21. Piers/wharves Yes Yes Not applicable Yes 

22. Arts Centre Yes Yes No No 

Totals Missing Infra 0 10 3 5 
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Appendix 2 

$ Million Invested in liveability Infrastructure by Town: 

Infrastructure Innisfail Mission Beach Tully Cardwell 

Libraries 3.1/2  1.1 1.4 

Pools More than 1 0.9/9.1 1.4  

Civic Centre 5  0.5  

Bikeways-Walking Paths 0.5 0/0.6   

Community Gardens 0.6    

Seawall 5.4    

Airport 0.5    

Emergency Services Infra 0.7  0.5  

Wharf 1.6/1.3 3?   

Multi Purpose Centre   1.6/4.5  

Reserve Land   0.5  

Community Housing   1.3  

Town Beautification/Upgrades 3? Pending 0.5 15? 

Boating Facilities  22   

Tourism Trail (largely roads)    2.5/3.5 

Parking (essentially roads)  0.8   

Sports Stadium   3/5  

Totals Council Funds Spent $21.4m $1.7m $10.4m $3.9m 

 

The blue highlights show funds provided from sources other than council (usually other levels of 

government and, in a small part, local developer contributions). Mission Beach residents raised $0.4 

million themselves in this period and built their own Arts Centre. Their bikeway was funded entirely by 

the Federal government. They had to contribute $160,000 in cash and studies to make it possible to gain 

most the funds to build their Aquatic Centre. 

 

 



Perceptions of Mission Beach
Can You Pick the Fibs from Facts?

Mission Beach people are greedy 

and get everything from Council

Ken Gray, Mission Aquatic



Number of Infrastructure Facilities in each Town
Some are not applicable eg wharf or boat ramp in Tully or civic centre in Cardwell or Mission Beach
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MYTH: Mission Beach gets everything from council.



$ Million Funds provided from Council Revenue in Last 20 Years
For large ‘liveability’ infrastructure projects of >$0.5m (non-roads-water-sewerage-waste)
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MYTH: Mission Beach gets everything from council.



Mission Beach is tiny and does not need 
the infrastructure larger towns have …

Tully, Innisfail & Cardwell



Populations (from 2016 Census, data analysed by Pete Faulkner, Conus 
Rounded, ‘Greater’ Town eg Tully includes Bulgun, Innisfail includes Stoters Hill
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Mission Beach became the second
largest town In this region in 1988

MYTH: MB is tiny and does not need much infrastructure



Mission Beach is not growing any faster

than the rest of the region



% Growth Rates Cassowary Coast
2016 vs 2011 Census
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MYTH: MB is growing no faster than other towns.



Cassowary Coast Population Trend
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Mission Beach Population Trend
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MYTH: MB is growing no faster than other towns.



Most Mission Beach people are rich 
so can afford to travel to Tully

or build their own infrastructure



$ Median Weekly Household Income by Town
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MYTH: MB People are rich.



Over half of MB houses are 

unoccupied holiday homes



Portion (%) of Dwellings Unoccupied by Town
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MYTH: Half MB homes are unoccupied.



It is mainly oldies in Mission Beach
there are few children and families

that need infrastructure



Portion (%) of Population 18 Years or Younger by Town
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MYTH: Few children and youths in MB.



MB pay far higher rates and get

far less infrastructure from Council



Realestate.com median property values:
Mission Beach $504K, Tully $212K, Cardwell $250K, E 

Innisfail $180K
Unimproved values are far higher so yes rates are 

higher.
AND there is less infrastructure and less council rates 
funds invested in Mission Beach (from earlier data).

TRUTH: MB pay higher rates (yet get less).



MB people are a bunch of whingers



Mission Beach has always had to fight harder for council capex funds. 

It started way back:

‘The Shire Council, which collects a large sum annually from us has not for the past 
20 years expended a single shilling in the making or the maintenance of any road the 

settlers use.’

The Settlers at Clump Point. Townsville Daily Bulletin, 11 April 1912.

MB built its own made-road to El Arish back in 1935. Council merely paid for the 
bridge bolts. Arts Centre and Boating Facilities were also not council built. It took 17 
years to get a pool and MB spent $161,000 to achieve the funding. MB community 
groups have won many millions from external funds and therefore saved the region 

from paying that from rates revenue.

MB people are whingers?

Guilty as charged: if advocating strongly is whinging.
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